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Dear resident and family member, 

The Ministry of Health and Social Services has again changed their government guidelines. 

We must therefore advise you that following an outing, isolation and taking your meals 

in your apartment are now mandatory. 

As you know, it is currently forbidden * to go out, in order to attend a family reunion. And this, 

as much for people in residence as for the rest of the population. Only essential outings 

(health walk, medical appointments) are allowed, until January 11 at a minimum. For 

essential purchases (groceries, pharmacy), you should give preference to delivery. 

* An exception is granted by the government for a single person suffering from loneliness: 

this one can join a single family bubble during this period. The ministry specifies that this 

exception does not apply to residents of care and UPSoleil. 

If you choose to go out, you and your family should: 

 Understand the risks, your role and your responsibility. 

 Have validated with all members of the home of the family bubble that no one has any 

symptoms or had contact with a symptomatic, traveler, suspect or positive person. 

 Know and commit to applying preventive measures at all times. 

 • Confirm where you are going in order to preserve our reliable traceability register in 

the event of an outbreak 

Upon return, you must: 

 Be ready and agree to carry out compulsory isolation in your apartment, avoiding any 

contact with another resident during: 

o minimum 7 days if your outing lasted less than 24 hours. 

 recommendation: the official incubation period remains 14 days. 

o minimum 14 days for a stay of one night or more outside. 

 Perform daily self-monitoring of your symptoms and record them on the attached 

chart, for a minimum period of 14 days. The family bubble must also do their self-

monitoring and notify us of any appearance of symptoms. 

 Notify us of any risky situation or contact that arises during the outing. 

 • Notify us if you have a meal plan in order to receive all your meals at your apartment 

during your isolation. Delivery is free of charge. 

Caregivers are still accepted, with the authorization of the administration, for residents in 

isolation. We can also help you organize a virtual meeting with your families. ♥ Please 

respect the measures put in place to protect yourself. We're not slacking off, the vaccine will 

arrive shortly and by then your vigilance will make all the difference. 

-The Management ☀ 


